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REGISTRATION FOR "TRADE" FLOUR PURCHASES

By a new Order - the Flour (Registration) Order, 1942 - the Minister

of Food requires all persons who buy flour (except speciality flour)
otherwise than by retail to register before October 1 with their suppliers.

Failing such registration, they will not be permitted to purchase flour

after an "appointed day", the date of which will be announced shortly.

The number of suppliers with whom registration will be permitted by any

one buyer is limited, and they must be selected from those already authorised

to supply the buyer, i.e, suppliers who delivered flour on not less than four

occasions to the buyer during the six months ended December 31, 1941, or who

have been specially licensed. Suppliers must also be permitted by the

Sector Scheme to effect the deliveries to the buyer.

The Order applies to wholesalers (and to persons buying from them),
retailers, catering establishments, institutions and trade users of flour such

as bakers, but excludes purchases by domestic consumers and by buyers licensed

under the Milled Wheaten Substances (Restriction) Order, 1940. Its object is

to secure economy intransport distribution and selling effort by rationalising
flour deliveries. Retailers and trade users of flour should, by September 14,
have received from their Local Food Office a copy of an application form (F.R.1)
together with instructions for its completion and return to the issuing office.

Wholesalers dealing in flour and large manufacturers should, if they have not

received Form F.R.1. by September 14, make application to the Divisional Food

Office for their district (not to the Local Food Office).

Persons to whom the Order applies are reminded that unless they have

completed the procedure for registration of their names with authorised suppliers
before the "appointed day", they will be unable to continue purchasing flour.

Early completion and return of the application forms F.R.1. is therefore desirable.
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